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PERSONALITY
ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS:
Generally the current brand values aren’t  
humanistic. They’re very corporate. The values 
FREE and QUALITY LIVING don’t resonate with 
the population. 

The current brand imagery doesn’t resonate, and 
as a design is too complicated and segmented. 

The brand type choice is outdated and cliche. It 
doesnt match up well with the Chinese typeface. 
The tagline “Asia’s World City” works and is an 
appropriate representation of Hong Kong.

CURRENT VALUES:
EXCELLENCE  
ENTERPRISING  
FREE
QUALITY LIVING  
INNOVATIVE

CURRENT TAGLINE:
“Asia’s World City”

CURRENT BRAND:



PERSONALITY
CORE

BELIEF:
Hong Kong is unique in that it is a modern, bustling, and connected 
city – but with that it doesn’t lose the culture and tradition that runs 
through its veins.

OBJECTIVE:
We want Hong-Kongers to identify with the uniqueness of their city 
through our brand. We want to peak the curiosity of tourists, and  
inspire them to experience Hong Kong for more than just its modern 
city vibe, but also the diverse culture it has to offer.

MANTRA:
Hong Kong is a fusion of culture, technology, and tradition.



PERSONALITY
BRAND DESCRIPTORS

COSMOPOLITAN CONNECTED DIVERSE DYNAMIC



PERSONALITY
STANDARDS AND BEHAVIORS

INCLUSIVE
Emphasize Hong Kong’s blend of multiple cultures, not just  
the common association of mainland China.

RELATABLE
Avoid alienating both Hong-Kongers and tourists. Hong Kong 
wouldn’t be the cultural epicenter that it is without diverse  
visitors who end up staying.

RELEVANT 
Use advanced techniques and technology to connect with our 
target in order to demonstrate Hong Kong’s value of connectivity.

UNBIASED
void associating with political endeavors, and bring light to the 
positive aspects of Hong Kong. Shy away from supporting any 
specific political endeavors.



PERSONALITY
MANIFESTO

HONG KONG: A CONTRAST 
OF UNIQUE FUSION





PERSONALITY
CULTURE, PHILOSOPHY, & STRATEGIC CREATIVE DRIVERS

BRAND PHILOSOPHY:
Hong Kong. A bustling urban hub fused with traditional her-
itage and a melting pot of culture. Hong Kongers take pride 
in being unique, and visitors come to soak in the captivating 
cosmopolitan experience Hong Kong offers. Traditional Asian 
culture, meets European architecture, meets worldly cuisine, 
meets a westernized city. In a way, everyone has a little 
piece of Hong Kong running through their veins.

STRATEGIC CREATIVE DRIVERS:
1. Inspire a more positive outlook by locals of Hong Kong.
Locals aren’t generally happy with the government, nor are they 
happy with other factors like wages and housing availability. The 
brand should invite locals to have a more positive outlook on the 
future of Hong Kong. 

2. Create a connection between the multiple demographics 
represented by Hong Kong. Hong Kong is a very diverse city. 
Although the population is mainly Chinese, the brand should 
still be relatable to multiple ethnicities and demographics in the 
area. 

3. Evoke the “feeling” of Hong Kong that is appreciated  
by locals, and desirable to tourists. Hong Kong is the most  
visited city in Asia. The brand should not alienate locals, but 
should be able to appeal to the many tourists that visit  
Hong Kong every day.

TASTES

Captivating,  
Cultured, Idealistic, 

Leisurely, Urban, 
Warm

TARGETS 

Hong Kongers and 
Tourists looking to  

visit Hong Kong for 
5+ days Age 25-55

TRENDS 

Growth, Urbanism, 
Art, Occupy Central, 
Digital Technology
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TOKYO JAPAN

SHANGHAI CHINA

HONG KONG SAR CHINA

SEOUL SOUTH KOREA

BANGKOK THAILAND

SINGAPORE SINGAPORE

PERSONALITY
COMPETITORS
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DIVERSEUN-VARIED
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IDENTITY
LOGO CONCEPT

CHINESE CHARACTERS
Chinese characters are displayed vertically 
and incorporate into the “H” of the logotype. 
The strokes are connected to emphasize the 
connected value of our brand.  

HAND-INKED SCRIPT
An ink script draws from the tradition of Chinese  
lettering in order to emphasize the tradition that still 
exists in Hong Kong. However the logo type itself 
still feels contemporary, which is a direct correlation 
to the diverse and contrasting feel of Hong Kong. 

LINE EXTENSION
The line of the script is dynamically
stroked upward and to the right to 
emphasize the dynamism of the brand.



IDENTITY
LOGO VARIATIONS

PRIMARY LOGO

ENGLISH ONLY LOGO HK SIGNATURE EMBLEM PRIMARY LOGO EXTENDED

The extended logo is for visual design  
purposes on three-dimensional surfaces  
only. Examples include: vehicle wraps,  
murals, and brand collateral like mugs. 



IDENTITY
TAGLINE INTEGRATION

ASIA’S WORLD CITY

INTEGRATED TAGLINE
The integrated tagline logo can only be used when 
the logo width is at a minimum of three inches.  

UNDERNEATH TAGLINE
The underneath tagline lock-up can be used in any situation. It is espe-
cially helpul when the logo is being displayed at smaller sizes digitally.   



ADDING COLOR TO THE LOGO
The logo should most often be displayed in all  
white or all black depending on the background  
color. In circumstances when more visual interest  
is needed, any of the four primary brand colors  
can be applied to the chinese characters. The  
english script should always be displayed in  
black or white. 

In addition, A color circle in a brand color can  
be implemented behind the HK signature  
version of the logo. 

IDENTITY
COLOR INTEGRATION
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0.5 g

measure from bottom of g

RESPECT AREA MINIMUM SIZE

150 px or 2 in wide 225 px or 3 in wide 75 px or 1 in wide

IDENTITY
LOGO GUIDELINES
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THREE DIMENSIONAL GUIDELINES UNACCEPTABLE CASES

The implementation of a 3-D logo is meant for 
intallation and signage purposes only. 

May only be Black, White, or Hong Kong Red
May not mix colors, must only use one
May never be smaller than 4 ft. wide
May never be thinner than 7 in. deep

MIXING COLORS

GRADIENTS

PATTERNS

CONTRAST

GOOD DROP SHADOW

BAD DROP SHADOW

IDENTITY
LOGO GUIDELINES
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IMPLEMENTING THE LOGO WITH OTHER BRANDS

The Hong Kong logo can be implemented into other brands, especially  
tourism spots around Hong Kong or special events that Hong Kong 
puts on. The brand must be implemented under very specific guidelines. 

Primary Logo or English Only Logo are to be used.
The logo is made smaller and placed in the top right corner of the new design.
The logo must still meet minimum size requirements (150px or 2in)
The logo can only be displayed in all black or all white. 
The logo is tilted seven degrees counter clockwise.
The descenders of the Hong Kong logo interract with the new logotype.
The new brand is free to use serif or san serif fonts -- no script is allowed. 
The new brand is free to use any color within the primary and secondary pallets.

TEN THOUSAND

IDENTITY
BRAND ARCHITECTURE
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HEADLINE
SUB HEADLINE
Ifeco confectanum firmis? Soludeserios fac verimilii sa istratus, factatum 
iam dium, Ti. An arbi popubli caperumul condius ex molus, norum hilica 
nonsupi cemque cautum menius fecris se nonunum popterunul cotisqua 
cupiocam. Mae quam red imor unum quonsum nost abeffre hebatus 
egerunium ium unte fecertem notissentem pericaut pratiam ium utu  
Wspestam in se in public o Cat.

Vast? Mei ia movir que facia estiam tervium vis incuteres die conve, co-
ena, que pere tem di silius con hortuspim nemninatil virmac te, nicaper 
estere iam, ubis oratum estraciem auderfero nis furnum vitemorum sidica-
peris bonsimi linemus hemquo Cupimove, cum que pervis pul us consus-
sa dius es fesum qui comande atisquam quo conum re, qui suliusciam et 
intero esses! Ita, sestraet co pri convoltus. Xim in aus pulos detes horius, 
noculler host viculi publium in int. Ti. An iam igilica mis hac remus hilium

NOVENCENTO 
NOVECENTO WIDE SANS NORMAL 
NOVECENTO WIDE SANS BOLD

NOVECENTO WIDE SANS DEMI BOLD

NOVECENTO WIDE SANS BOOK

NOVECENTO WIDE SANS LIGHT

AVENIR
Avenir Book

Avenir Heavy

Avenir Heavy
Avenir Light

NOVENCENTO BOLD OR DEMI

NOVENCENTO BOOK OR LIGHT

AVENIR BOOK OR LIGHT

IDENTITY
TYPOGRAPHY
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HONG KONG RED LIGHT TEAL HARBOUR BLUE SKYSET YELLOWBLACK WHITE

CMYK
C:15  M:97  Y:100  K:6

RGB 
R:198 G:36 B:3

CMYK
C:46  M:0  Y:16  K:0

RGB 
R:126 G:215 B:220

CMYK
C:90  M:56  Y:15  K:1

RGB 
R:18 G:107 B:160

CMYK
C:8  M:13  Y:84  K:0

RGB 
R:237 G:209 B:73

CMYK
C:0  M:0  Y:0  K:100

RGB 
R:0 G:0 B:0

CMYK
C:0  M:0  Y:0  K:0

RGB 
R:255 G:255 B:255

The primary can be used in all branding and marketing materials. Ideally Black and 
White are used with one other brand color used as an accent. It is rare that the use 
of all four brand colors together will be necessary. Hong Kong Red is given priority, 
while Skyset Yellow should be used thoughtfully and avoided when the element 
is on a light background.

IDENTITY
PRIMARY COLOR PALLET



DEEP RED DARK TEAL NAVY COOL GREYBLACK WHITE

CMYK
C:23  M:100  Y:100  K:19

RGB 
R:165 G:9 B:0

CMYK
C:75  M:36  Y:32  K:3

RGB 
R:68 G:134 B:153

CMYK
C:96  M:73  Y:45  K:38

RGB 
R:18 G:57 B:81

CMYK
C:12  M:0  Y:0  K:40

RGB 
R:146 G:161 B:171

CMYK
C:0  M:0  Y:0  K:100

RGB 
R:0 G:0 B:0

CMYK
C:0  M:0  Y:0  K:0

RGB 
R:255 G:255 B:255

The secondary color pallet is a more sophisticated rendition of the primary color 
scheme. It is to be used for more sophisticated and business-oriented events. 
Example: Is Hong Kong hosting an event with world leaders? Use this color 
scheme. It can also be used for internal corporate branding. The secondary 
pallet should never be used for regular tourism campaigns and promotions.

IDENTITY
SECONDARY COLOR PALLET



BRAND PHOTOGRAPHY
Brand photography should be vibrant and authentic. It should  
showcase multiple aspects of Hong Kong. It should have a 
cultural emphasis as well as a tourism emphasis. 

VISUAL LANGUAGE
The visual language includes calligraphic elements that can be used to section off communications or  
be implemented in the background. They can be scaled, and used in any color from the brand pallets. 
Body text should never be forced into any of the shapes -- if text is implemented it should be used for 
headlines and subheads. 

IDENTITY
EDITORIAL DIRECTION



Because the brand stationary will be used by professionals 
of the Hong Kong government, the secondary color pallet 
was implemented into the design of the stationary.

IDENTITY
STATIONARY
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EXPERIENCE
CORPORATE IMMERSION

IMPLEMENTED ILLUSTRATIONS
Illustrations can be created using multiple  
sized calligraphy brushes. They should depict  
recognizable scenes from around Hong Kong.  
The line work should only ever be used in  
black or white. 



EXPERIENCE
CORPORATE IMMERSION

AD CAMPAIGN SYSTEM
There is the ability to use three different 
styles of imagery for ad campigns. All 
styles implement caligraphic elements, 
and circular imagery. Illustration based 
ads are better suited for younger audi-
ences, or more graphic/artistic settings, 
whereas the photographic execution 
can be used in travel advertising where 
the target would benefit from seeing 
live shot imagery of Hong Kong. 

CELEBRATE CULTURE
outside the lines

Rehenimus, quam aut aute cus.
Cearum expernam, voloriat.
Latures autempos rerestota net ut accae voluptat-
ur? Vid modipsam remque enissinumqui re nus 
que ma volorehenit quam qui nonet lit eliqui dol-

Goldfish Market, Mong Kok

Rehenimus, quam aut aute cus.
Cearum expernam, voloriat.
Latures autempos rerestota net ut accae voluptat-
ur? Vid modipsam remque enissinumqui re nus 
que ma volorehenit quam qui nonet lit eliqui dol-

ILLUSTRATION STYLE MIXED MEDIA STYLE PHOTOGRAPHIC STYLE



EXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMMERSION

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
Outdoor advertising should be colorful, 
bold, and graphic with no body copy. 
The subject matter should be inspiring 
to both locals and tourists. For example, 
Tai O fishing village is an interesting 
place for tourists to visit, but locals also 
recognize it as a day-trip getaway to 
step out of the city and get fresh air. 



EXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMMERSION

AIRPORT ENVIRONMENT
It’s important to make visitors to Hong 
Kong aware of the brand or else it’s not 
doing its job. The best way to welcome 
tourists with our new identity is to greet 
them where they stream in -- the airport.



EXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMMERSION

LUGGAGE CAROUSEL
After being greeted with signage,  
visitors and returning locals alike will  
experience the new brand when they 
pick up their luggage after their journey. 



EXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMMERSION

AIRPORT WELCOME DESK
After picking up their luggage, visitors 
will be greeted by an interractive Hong 
Kong welcome desk, that will introduce 
newcomers to the city, help with trans- 
portation, translation, and any other 
needs a Hong Kong visitor may have.



EXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMMERSION

MTR STATIONS
It is equally important for Hong Kongers 
to be exposed to the new Hong Kong 
brand. This will help them to feel more 
associated and familiar with the change. 
By implementing the brand in a place 
that most locals use daily -- the MTR -- 
Hong Kongers will appreciate the brand, 
recognize the brand, in turn creating a 
more positive association with the brand.



EXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMMERSION

INSIDE THE TRAIN
Inside the train itself can have branding 
on the handlebars. By putting it in a 
place so regulary used, the new brand 
will not be looked over or forgotten. 



EXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMMERSION

STAR FERRY
Of course we’re going to deck out the 
Star Ferry! It’s a Hong Kong icon, it’s rich 
in History, and is ridden by locals and 
tourists alike. 



EXPERIENCE
MULTIMEDIA IMMERSION

DIGITAL AD TARGETING
On travel sites like Kayak and  
Travelocity, we will target when people 
are searching for our competitors, and 
have a digital ad displayed in the ban-
ner space on that specific page



EXPERIENCE
MULTIMEDIA IMMERSION

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTING
Posts on social media platforms like 
Instagram and Facebook should not be 
over selling the city -- it should have 
more of a personal viewpoint. It can 
highlight food dishes, document city-
wide festivals, and post user submitted 
content. 

SNAPCHAT GEO FILTERS
Having social media brand recognition 
is important, especially for local  
millenials and young tourists. Updating 
the Hong Kong Snapchat Geofilters with 
the new brand will excited locals to post 
more about their city, and tourists will 
be promoting the Hong Kong brand to 
their friends miles and miles away. 

EXAMPLE SOCIAL MEDIA
POST PHOTOGRAPHY

SNAPCHAT GEO FILTERS



EXPERIENCE
MULTIMEDIA IMMERSION

VIDEO LOOK & FEEL
“So Long Hong Kong” by Gregory Cain 
does an amazin job of capturing both 
sides of Hong Kong. The mus see tourist 
sites, and also local interraction. The mix 
between the two is what the new Hong 
Kong brand is trying to implement. 



EXPERIENCE
COMMUNITY BUILDING

HK INTERNATIONAL FAIR
With tourists in mind, Hong Kong will 
partner with Octopus and offer a 3-day 
MTR pass. This will be given out at the 
Airport Hong Kong Help Desk, and oth-
er more tourist-inclined places around 
Hong Kong. 



EXPERIENCE
PRODUCT & SERVICES IMMERSION

BRAND APPAREL
The new Hong Kong brand is trendy, 
and can be implemented on apparel like 
t-shirts, tanks, caps, umbrellas, etc.



EXPERIENCE
PRODUCT & SERVICES IMMERSION

COMPLIMENTARY MTR PASS
With tourists in mind, Hong Kong will 
partner with Octopus and offer a 3-day 
MTR pass. This will be given out at the 
Airport Hong Kong Help Desk, and oth-
er more tourist-inclined places around 
Hong Kong. 

COMPLIMENTARY SIM CARD
Hong Kong is one of the most connect-
ed sities in the world, and we should 
show that achievement by giving  
complimentary 3-day data packages  
to Hong Kong’s visitors. 
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